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COMPILATION AND REVIEW ALERT
Compilation and 
Review Alert—  2002/03
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Compilation and Review Alert—2002/03
How This Alert Will Help You
The Compilation and Review Alert—2002/03 is a nonauthorita­
tive practice aid designed to help you as you plan and perform 
your 2002 and 2003 compilation and review engagements. The 
Alert clarifies certain existing Statements on Standards for Ac­
counting and Review Services (SSARS), suggests ways of imple­
menting those standards in special circumstances, points out 
pitfalls that frequently occur in compilation and review engage­
ments, and addresses emerging practice issues.
The knowledge the Alert delivers can assist you in achieving a 
more robust understanding of the business and economic envi­
ronment in which your clients operate. Also, this Alert delivers 
information about emerging practice issues, such as controller- 
ship services and information about responsibilities for fraud and 
internal control, in addition to valuable current accounting, au­
diting, and regulatory developments.
Help Desk—Use this Alert in conjunction with the AICPA
general Audit Risk Alert—2002/03 (Product No. 022333kk).
The U.S. Business Environment
As of the third quarter of 2002, anxious economists are down­
grading their forecasts, and some crucial sectors of the economy 
are pushing the likelihood of a rebound into next year because of 
the abrupt slowdown in the economic recovery.
For now, the overall economy is expanding, but sluggishly. Jobs 
are growing, but barely. And with a depressed stock market and 
reactions to and further fears of terrorist strikes weighing on the 
national psyche, there is none of the exuberance that marked the 
recovery in the late 1990s.
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Analysts argue over whether the summer slump was just a pause 
in the rebound—perhaps as companies obsess about making sure 
their financial reports are accurate— or something more omi­
nous. Even optimists say the once-slim chances of a double-dip 
recession, meaning a recession followed by a short period of 
growth, only to be followed by another recession, are now up to 
20 percent or more.
The economy appears to be in a struggle between declining business 
confidence and strong consumer spending. Eventually, consumer 
demand should overcome business wariness unless cautious busi­
nesses cut so many jobs that consumers finally give up. The same 
dynamic was at work during the fall of 2001. After September 11, 
the business sector froze, but the consumer sector did not, and 
eventually consumer demand jump-started the economy.
Effect of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 on Compilation 
and Review Engagements
The corporate-governance and accounting-oversight bill signed 
into law by President Bush in late July 2002 will have major con­
sequences for executives, accountants, shareholders, and regula­
tors. The new law creates the Public Company Accounting 
Oversight Board (PCAOB) to oversee the audit of public compa­
nies that are subject to the securities laws of the Securities and Ex­
change Commission (SEC), beefs up penalties for corporate 
wrongdoers, forces faster and more extensive financial disclosure, 
and creates avenues of recourse for aggrieved shareholders.
Most of the provisions of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act apply directly to 
publicly held companies and their auditors. Since compilation and 
review engagements can only be performed on the financial state­
ments of nonpublic entities, the act, generally, will not directly affect 
these engagements. However, one provision, Section 209: “Consid­
eration by Appropriate State Regulatory Authorities,” directs state 
regulators (such as state boards of accountancy) to make an inde­
pendent determination of the proper standards applicable to small- 
and mid-sized nonregistered accounting firms. In light of this
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provision, you may want to stay abreast of further developments re­
lated to this Act. You can find a summary of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 
of 2002 at www.aicpa.org/info/sarbanes_oxley_summary.htm.
Current SSARS Developments
New SSARS Interpretation on Controllership and Other 
Management Services
Many CPAs in public practice perform services for clients that are 
equivalent to some services ordinarily performed by manage­
ment. These services may entail making management decisions 
for a client and could include actions such as the following:
• Hiring and terminating employees
• Authorizing purchases or expenditures
• Disbursing funds
• Making investment decisions
• Having custody of assets
• Making credit decisions
• Signing contracts
• Serving as an officer of the entity
Performance of these services, typically called controllership ser­
vices, by a CPA for a client has fueled a debate. If a CPA performs 
such services, should he or she comply with SSARS No. 1, Com­
pilation and Review o f Financial Statements (AICPA, Professional 
Standards, vol. 2, AR sec. 100), when submitting financial state­
ments in connection with these services? On one hand, it can be 
argued that the CPA is, in substance, part of management and, 
therefore, should not perform a compilation on the financial 
statements that he or she prepares. (CPAs in industry are not re­
quired to comply with SSARS No. 1.) On the other hand, it can 
be argued that the CPA is in public practice and should, there­
fore, perform a compilation.
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New Interpretation
In April 2002, the Accounting and Review Services Committee 
(ARSC) issued an interpretation to help clarify issues involved in 
the debate described in the preceding paragraph. Interpretation 
No. 21 of SSARS No. 1, “Applicability of SSARS No. 1 When 
Performing Controllership or O ther Management Services 
Involving Submission of Financial Statements” (AICPA, Profes­
sional Standards, vol. 2, AR sec. 9100.80-.84), states that, if you are 
in the practice of public accounting as defined by the AICPA’s 
Code of Conduct (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 2, ET sec. 
92.23), and are not a stockholder, partner, director, officer, or 
employee of the entity, you are required to follow the perfor­
mance and communication requirements of SSARS No. 1, includ­
ing following any requirement to disclose a lack of independence.
If you are in the practice of public accounting and are also a 
stockholder, partner, director, officer, or employee of the entity, 
you may either (1) comply with the requirements of SSARS No. 
1 or (2) communicate, preferably in writing, your relationship to 
the entity (for example, stockholder, partner, director, officer, or 
employee). The following is an example of the type of communi­
cation that you may use:
The accompanying balance sheet of Company X as of Decem­
ber 31, 20XX, and the related statements of income and cash 
flows for the year then ended have been prepared by [Name of 
accountant, CPA. I (We) have prepared such financial state­
ments in my (our) capacity [Describe capacity, for example, as a 
director] of Company X.
If you are not in the practice of public accounting, the issuance of 
a report under SSARSs would be inappropriate; however, you can 
use the communication just presented above.
The decision tree in Exhibit 1, “Interpretation No. 21 of SSARS 
No. 1, Applicability of SSARS No. 1 When Performing Con­
trollership or Other Management Services Involving Submission 
of Financial Statements’” may help you understand the applica­
tion of this new interpretation.
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W ith regard to each situation 
or entity to which you 
provide services:
Are you in th e   
“practice of public 
  accounting?”* 
No
SSARS No. 1 does not apply. However, you may 
use a transmittal letter that clearly indicates your 
relationship to the entity (officer, director, 
employee, or owner).
Yes
Yes
 Are you  
  serving as an   
officer, director, 
employee, or owner 
of the entity?  
No
You have a choice. You may either (1) comply 
with the requirements of SSARS No. 1 or (2) use 
a transmittal letter that clearly indicates your 
relationship to the entity (officer, director, 
employee, or owner).
*Definitions
Pursuant to its authority under the AICPA Bylaws to interpret 
the Code of Professional Conduct, the Professional Ethics 
Executive Committee has issued the following definitions of 
terms appearing in the Code (AICPA, Professional Standards, 
vol. 2, sec. ET 92):
Client, A client is any person or entity, other than the members 
employer, that engages a member or member’s firm to perform 
professional services or a person or entity with respect to 
which professional services are performed.
Holding out. In general, any action initiated by a member 
that informs others of his or her status as a CPA or AICPA- 
accredited specialist constitutes holding out as a CPA.
Practice o f public accounting. The practice of public accounting 
consists of the performance for a client, by a member or members 
firm, while holding out as CPA(s), of the professional services 
of accounting, tax, personal financial planning, litigation 
support services, and those professional services for which 
standards are promulgated by bodies designated by Council.
Professional services. Professional services include all services 
performed by a member while holding out as a CPA.
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Comply with SSARS 
No. 1. In other words, 
if the service involves 
submission of financial 
statements, you must, 
at a minimum, perform 
a compilation 
engagement.
Exhibit 1— Interpretation No. 21 of SSARS No. 1, “Applicability of SSARS No. 1 When 
Performing Controllership or Other Management Services Involving 
Submission of Financial Statements”
Management-Use-Only Financial Statements in 
Controllership Engagements
If you are in the practice of public accounting, submitting man­
agement-use-only financial statements may be a useful option to 
consider for your controllership engagements. The requirements 
for a management-use-only compilation include the option of 
preparing a written engagement letter and following the compila­
tion performance standards for any financial statements that you 
submit while performing these controllership services. (See the 
next section of this Alert for related information.) Keep in mind, 
however, that the financial statements would be restricted to 
management’s use only and would not be available to third par­
ties. In addition, because of the nature of the services performed, 
you would need to add an item to the engagement letter noting 
your lack of independence.
SSARS No. 8 and the “Management-Use-Only” Compilation
In 2000 ARSC completed work on SSARS No. 8, Amendment to 
Statement on Standards for Accounting and Review Services No. 1, 
Compilation and Review of Financial Statements (AICPA, Profes­
sional Standards, vol. 2, AR sec. 100.01-.23), the first major 
revision to SSARS in over 20 years.
SSARS No. 8 makes fundamental changes to the way in which 
accountants view the compilation engagement. Rather than sim­
ply trying to exempt certain financial statement engagements, 
ARSC rewrote SSARS No. 1, which resulted in SSARS No. 8, a 
standard that retains the best of what SSARS No. 1 has always of­
fered. In fact, the standard does not change professional standards 
for review engagements; nor does it change the performance stan­
dards for compilation engagements. Rather, SSARS No. 8 adds 
new options to make SSARS No. 1 more flexible.
Review o f Significant Changes: Submission o f Financial 
Statements and an Added Communications Options
As you may know, these two things have changed as a result of 
SSARS No. 8:
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• The definition of submission o f financial statements (which 
“triggers” the application of SSARS No. 1)
• The addition of communication options in certain cir­
cumstances
Submission o f financial statements is now defined in AR sec. 
100.04 as “presenting to a client or third parties financial state­
ments that the accountant has prepared either manually or 
through the use of computer software.” This substantial change 
from the previous definition that referred to “generating financial 
statements or modifying client-prepared financial statements” is 
important to understand.
Note that the following two actions on the part of the practi­
tioner are necessary in order to submit financial statements:
• Prepare financial statements, either manually or through 
the use of computer software.
• Present the financial statements to a client or third party.
Absent either of these actions, the financial statements have not 
been submitted, and SSARS No. 1 is not applicable. Let’s look 
more closely at what these terms imply.
SSARS No. 1 does not define the term prepared. Rather, you 
must use your professional judgment to determine whether you 
are going to prepare a financial statement. In making this judg­
ment, you should consider the difference between bookkeeping 
services (for example, making adjustments, corrections, and ac­
cruals) and the preparation of financial statements. There is no 
definitive line that, when crossed, would indicate that you are 
submitting financial statements. Therefore, you should establish 
a firm policy to evaluate how certain accounting services are clas­
sified within your firm.
The term presenting is also not defined in SSARS No. 1. Again, 
you will have to use your professional judgment to determine 
whether you are going to present financial statements to a client. 
Obviously, physically presenting printed financial statements
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would meet the definition used here. Other situations, however, 
warrant careful consideration.
The second change involves communications options. The com­
pilation report has long been the vehicle by which you communi­
cate, among other things, your degree of responsibility for the 
financial statements to the financial statement user. However, for 
engagements in which the financial statements are not expected to 
be used by third parties, you can now compile the financial state­
ments and choose between the communications options of (1) 
the standard compilation report or (2) an engagement letter.
There are other important requirements that you need to under­
stand in order to compile management-use-only financial state­
ments. Before offering this service to your clients, make sure you 
completely understand the issues related to this type of engage­
ment, such as third parties and required legends on the financial 
statements, among others.
The changes were effective for financial statements submitted 
after December 31, 2000.
Help Desk—The AICPA published a Practice Aid to assist prac­
titioners in implementing changes related to SSARS into their 
practice. You can obtain the AICPA Practice Aid, Understanding 
and Implementing SSARS No. 8 (Product No. 0066l2kk) by call­
ing the AICPA Order Department at (888) 777-7077.
New SSARS Exposure Draft: Omnibus— 2002
Periodically, ARSC issues an omnibus statement if the signifi­
cance of the issues and cost/ benefit considerations does not, in 
and of itself, warrant the issuance of separate standards. The pro­
posed omnibus statement includes proposed revisions to existing 
SSARSs that have been accumulated over a period of time and 
addresses the following issues:
• The auditing literature allows an accountant who may be 
associated with the financial statements of a public com­
pany, but has not audited or reviewed such statements, to 
state that he or she has not audited the unaudited informa­
tion and includes example report wording. This guidance
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is also appropriate for compilation and review engage­
ments; however, SSARSs currently do not include example 
wording. This amendment will revise SSARS No. 1 (AR 
sec. 100.03) to include wording that may be appropriate in 
the circumstances.
• The accounting literature does not require the statement of 
retained earnings to be presented as a financial statement. 
Accounting Principles Board (APB) Opinion No. 12, 
Omnibus Opinion— 1967, requires the disclosure of a 
change in capital. The disclosure can be accomplished by the 
preparation of a separate statement in the notes to the finan ­
cial statements or as a presentation as part of another basic 
statement. In addition, the example reports in SSARS cur­
rently do not refer to the statement of comprehensive in­
come. This amendment will include two footnotes to 
SSARS No. 1 (AR secs. 100.14 and .36), stating (1) the 
statement of retained earnings is not a required statement 
and, if not presented as a separate statement, reference in the 
compilation and review report is not needed, and (2) if the 
statement of comprehensive income is presented, reference 
should be made in the appropriate paragraphs of the report.
• SSARSs currently do not specifically require a signature of 
the accounting firm or the accountant on a review or compi­
lation report. This proposed amendment will revise SSARS 
No. 1 (AR secs. 100.11 and 100.33) to require a signature 
(which may be manual, electronic, stamped, or typed).
• The current guidance found in SSARS No. 1 (AR sec. 
100.29) requires the accountant to obtain a representation 
letter from management. The guidance is not specific about 
the content of the letter, the dating of the letter, and current 
management’s responsibility regarding previous years. This 
amendment will require specific representations for the ac­
countant to receive from management when performing a 
review engagement and will provide guidance on the dating 
of the letter and guidance regarding obtaining representa­
tions from current management when they were not present 
during all periods covered by the accountant’s report.
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• SSARS No. 1 (AR sec. 100.44) includes guidance on re­
porting on supplementary information. Currently, the 
guidance is unclear with respect to separate reporting on 
supplementary information in a compilation engagement. 
This proposed amendment would explicitly allow for a 
separate report on supplementary information in a compi­
lation engagement, consistent with guidance on supple­
mental information in a review report.
• SSARSs currently do not refer to the Statements on Quality 
Control Standards (SQCSs) and how those standards interact 
with SSARSs. The proposed amendment will clarify the idea 
that, although an effective quality control system is conducive 
to compliance with SSARSs, deficiencies in or noncompliance 
with a firm’s quality control system do not, in and of themselves, 
indicate that an engagement was not performed in accordance 
with the applicable professional standards. This amendment 
would be included as the last section of SSARS No. 1.
• SSARS No. 4, Communications Between Predecessor and 
Successor Accountants (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 2, 
AR sec. 400), provides guidance on communications between 
accountants if the successor accountant decides to commu­
nicate with the predecessor regarding the acceptance of an 
engagement. Among other things, this amendment defines 
predecessor and successor accountants, provides guidance 
regarding the acceptance of an engagement, suggests in­
quiries that the successor accountant may decide to direct 
toward the predecessor accountant, and includes an example 
of a successor accountant acknowledgment letter, which 
the predecessor may want to use in connection with grant­
ing access to the working papers.
Current Practice Issues
Bookkeeping Services Versus Compilation of Financial Statements
SSARS No. 1 is applicable whenever you submit unaudited finan­
cial statements of a nonpublic entity to your client or third parties.
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SSARS No. 8 modified the definition of submission. Submission of 
financial statements is now defined as follows (AR sec. 100.04):
Presenting to a client or third parties financial statements that 
the accountant has prepared either manually or through the 
use of computer software.
[See the “SSARS No. 8 and the ‘Management-Use-Only’ Compi­
lation” section earlier in this Alert for a more detailed discussion 
of this definition.]
If the client does not need audited or reviewed financial state­
ments, you can choose from these three types of engagements:
• A “traditional” compilation (required if third parties will 
use the financial statements)
• A “management-use-only” compilation (available if third 
parties will not use the financial statements)
• Bookkeeping services (available if the procedures do not 
include the submission of financial statements)
You should consider making the decision about the best type of 
engagement for your client early in the engagement planning 
process and base the decision on a combination of factors, in­
cluding (1) the needs of the client and other users, (2) your 
knowledge of the client, and (3) the nature of the procedures you 
will perform.
If your client does not need compiled financial statements you 
may, instead, choose to perform only bookkeeping services. 
Other than the broad general ethical guidance available in the 
AICPA Code of Professional Conduct (AICPA, Professional Stan­
dards, vol. 2, ET sec. 201), there are no authoritative standards 
for bookkeeping services. Thus, it is wise to at least establish a 
written understanding with the client concerning bookkeeping 
services. This understanding should include:
• A description of the nature and limitations of the services
• A statement that the engagement cannot be relied upon to 
detect errors, fraud, or illegal acts
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Although not an authoritative requirement, a written engagement 
letter for a bookkeeping services engagement could be important 
because there are no specific standards to follow for these types of 
engagements. (Appendix A, “Bookkeeping Services—Illustrative 
Engagement Letter,” includes an example.) Other professional en­
gagements, such as audits, reviews, and compilations, include the 
added benefit of authoritative standards that define the engage ­
ment objectives, limitations, communications, and so on.
Documentation Requirements for SSARS Engagements
Compilation Engagement Documentation
SSARS No. 1 does not require any specific documentation in a 
compilation engagement. However, SSARS No. 1, as amended 
by SSARS No. 8, does require documentation of the understanding 
with the client in the form of a written engagement letter for a man­
agement-use-only compilation (if a compilation report is not to be is­
sued). Although not required (except for the engagement letter as just 
indicated), including the types of documentation noted below may 
be helpful from a risk management and quality control perspective:
1. Engagement letter
2. Trial balance information to bridge the client’s records to 
the compiled financial statements
3. Notes on how incorrect, incomplete, or unsatisfactory 
matters were resolved, if any
4. If required by firm policy, compilation work program, pro­
cedural checklists, and disclosure checklists
Review Engagement Documentation
SSARS No. 1 states that, in a review engagement, the accountant 
should have documentation to describe the following (AR secs. 
100.29 and 100.32):
1. Matters covered in your inquiry and analytical procedures
2. Unusual matters (incorrect, incomplete, or unsatisfactory 
information) that you considered and how those matters 
were resolved
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3. Management representation letter (SSARS No. 1 requires 
that the client provide you with a representation letter in a 
review engagement.)
Accountants typically include the following additional items in 
their review engagement documentation:
1. Engagement letter
2. A working trial balance
3. If required by firm policy, review work program, proce­
dural checklists, and disclosure checklists
Responsibility for Fraud
You are not required to document your assessment of fraud or 
gain an understanding of internal control in a compilation or re­
view engagement. Further, you are not required to plan or per­
form a compilation or review engagement to obtain reasonable 
assurance about whether the financial statements are free of mate­
rial misstatement, whether caused by error or fraud. Nor are you 
required to gain an understanding of the client’s internal control 
when conducting a compilation or review engagement. This does 
not, however, relieve you of responsibility if incorrect, incom­
plete, or otherwise unsatisfactory information comes to your at­
tention during the engagement.
SSARS No. 1 (AR sec. 100.09) requires you to obtain additional 
or revised information if you become aware, while conducting a 
compilation engagement, that information supplied by the client 
is incorrect, incomplete, or otherwise unsatisfactory. If the client 
refuses to provide additional or revised information, you should 
withdraw from the engagement.
In a review engagement, if you become aware that information 
supplied by the client is incorrect, incomplete, or otherwise un­
satisfactory, you should perform the additional procedures you 
deem necessary to achieve limited assurance that there are no ma­
terial modifications that should be made to the financial state­
ments for them to be in conformity with generally accepted 
accounting principles (GAAP).
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Although management is responsible for the prevention and de­
tection of fraud and the maintenance of internal control, many 
small business clients do not understand management’s responsi­
bility. These clients may have unrealistic expectations and may as­
sume that you are providing a higher level of assurance than you 
were engaged to do, including detecting fraud and internal con­
trol weaknesses. We present here some ways for you to clarify for 
your client each party’s responsibility.
Paragraph 5 o f  SSARS No. 1 (AR sec. 100.05) states:
The accountant should establish an understanding with the 
entity, preferably in writing, regarding the services to be per­
formed... the understanding should include a description of 
the nature and limitations of the services to be performed and 
a description of the report, if a report is to be issued. The un­
derstanding should also provide (a) that the engagement can­
not be relied upon to disclose errors, fraud, or illegal acts and 
(b) that the accountant will inform the appropriate level of 
management of any material errors that come to his or her at­
tention and fraud or illegal acts that come to his or her atten­
tion, unless they are clearly inconsequential.
A written engagement letter, though not required in a compila­
tion or review engagement (except in the case of a management- 
use-only compilation), may be helpful in clarifying and 
documenting your understanding with the client about your re­
sponsibility regarding fraud and internal control weaknesses. The 
language suggested for use in the review engagement letter is illus­
trated in Appendix E of SSARS No. 1 (AR sec. 100.57) as follows:
A review does not contemplate obtaining an understanding of in­
ternal control or assessing control risk, tests of accounting records 
and responses to inquiries by obtaining corroborating evidential 
matter, and certain other procedures ordinarily performed during 
an audit. Thus, a review does not provide assurance that we will 
become aware of all significant matters that would be disclosed in 
an audit. Our engagement cannot be relied upon to disclose er­
rors, fraud, or illegal acts that may exist. However, we will inform 
the appropriate level of management of any material errors that 
come to our attention and any fraud or illegal acts that come to 
our attention, unless they are clearly inconsequential.
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Similarly, the language illustrated in Appendixes C and D of 
SSARS No. 1 (AR secs. 100.55 and 100.56) for an engagement 
letter for a compilation engagement is as follows:
Our engagement cannot be relied upon to disclose errors, 
fraud, or illegal acts that may exist. However, we will inform 
the appropriate level of management of any material errors 
that come to our attention and any fraud or illegal acts that 
come to our attention, unless clearly inconsequential.
Language can also be added to a compilation engagement letter 
to indicate that a compilation does not require you to obtain an 
understanding of the entity’s internal control or identify internal, 
control weaknesses.
In addition to providing a clearly expressed engagement letter, a 
second way to minimize misunderstandings is to make clear to 
your client his or her responsibility to prevent and detect fraud. 
An effective way to do this is to educate your client as to the im­
portance of internal control in the prevention of fraud. You are 
then in a position to work with the client in a separate consulting 
engagement to improve the client's internal control. This exercise 
results in several benefits for both you and the client. One benefit 
is the client’s increased awareness of the importance of internal 
control in the prevention and detection of fraud. In addition, this 
exercise clarifies management’s responsibility to prevent and de­
tect fraud, thereby reducing your legal risk. Finally, in the process 
of offering this type of consulting services to the client, you have 
the opportunity to gain knowledge of the client’s business, 
thereby becoming more valuable to the client.
Political Campaign Reporting
Candidates running for elected office generally are required by 
state or federal law to file a report with the applicable state or fed­
eral regulatory agency indicating amounts and sources of contri­
butions received and the amounts and purposes of expenditures 
made during a specified period. Many campaign reports include, 
in addition to several other preprinted forms, a form requiring 
the following information:
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• Subtotals of each type of receipt and a total of all receipts
• Subtotals of each type of disbursement and a total of all 
disbursements
• A financial summary beginning with funds on hand at the 
beginning of the period, adding total receipts for the pe­
riod, subtracting total disbursements for the period, and 
ending with total funds on hand at the end of the period
Paragraph 4 of SSARS No. 1 (AR sec. 100.04) defines a financial 
statement as:
A presentation of financial data, including accompanying 
notes, derived from accounting records and intended to com­
municate an entity’s economic resources or obligations at a 
point in time, or the changes therein for a period of time, in accor­
dance with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) or 
a comprehensive basis of accounting other than GAAP.
Further, paragraph 2 of SSARS No. 3, Compilation Reports on Fi­
nancial Statements Included in Certain Prescribed Forms (AR sec. 
300.02) defines a prescribed form as follows:
Any standard preprinted form designed or adopted by the 
body to which it is to be submitted, for example, forms used 
by the industry trade associations, credit agencies, banks, and 
governmental and regulatory bodies other than those con­
cerned with the sale or trading of securities. A form designed 
or adopted by the entity whose financial statements are to be 
compiled is not considered to be a prescribed form.
Based on these two definitions, the financial presentation de­
scribed above is a prescribed-form financial statement that must 
be compiled in accordance with SSARS No. 3 (AR sec. 300).1 
However, if you are serving as treasurer for the candidate or cam­
paign committee, you have the option of communicating, prefer­
ably in writing, your relationship to the candidate or campaign, 
instead of issuing a SSARS No. 3 report. (See the previous section
1. The requirements o f  SSARS No. 1 are applicable when the unaudited financial 
statements of a nonpublic entity are included in a prescribed form. SSARS No. 3 
amended SSARS No. 1 to provide for an alternative form o f standard compila­
tion report.
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of this Alert entitled “New SSARS Interpretation on Controller- 
ship and Other Management Services.”) The following is an ex­
ample of the type of communication that you may use:
The accompanying (identification of financial statements, in­
cluding period covered and name of entity) included in the ac­
companying prescribed form have been prepared by [Name of 
accountant, CPA. I have prepared such financial statements in 
my capacity as Treasurer of (identify candidate or campaign).
Also, keep in mind that Ethics Ruling No. 82, “Campaign Trea­
surer” of Rule 101, Independence, of the AICPA Code of Profes­
sional Conduct (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 2, ET sec. 
191.164-.165), addresses independence considerations for cam­
paign treasurers. The Ruling states that if a member serves as the 
campaign treasurer of a mayoral candidate, independence would 
not be considered to be impaired with respect to the political 
party or municipality. However, if any partner or professional 
employee of the firm served as campaign treasurer, indepen­
dence would be considered to be impaired with respect to the 
campaign organization.
Quality Control Standards
Statements on Quality Control Standards are a framework for 
quality control in a CPA firm that apply to both compilation 
and review engagements and to many areas beyond these two 
types of engagements.
The standards established by SQCSs apply to a firm's accounting 
and auditing practice, which SQCS No. 2, System o f Quality Con­
trol for a CPA Firms Accounting and Auditing Practice (AICPA, Pro­
fessional Standards, vol. 2, QC sec. 20), defines as follows:
Accounting and auditing practice refers to all audit, attest, ac­
counting and review, and other services for which standards have 
been established by the AICPA Auditing Standards Board or the 
AICPA Accounting and Review Services Committee under Rule 
201 or 202 of the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct.
Although SSARS No. 1 currently does not refer to the SQCSs, 
ARSC is amending SSARS No. 1 to refer to the SQCSs and ex­
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plain how those standards interact with SSARSs. (See the previ­
ous section of this Alert entitled “New SSARS Exposure Draft: 
Omnibus—2002.”) The proposed amendment will clarify that, 
although an effective quality control system is conducive to com­
pliance with SSARSs, deficiencies in or noncompliance with a 
firm's quality control system do not in and of themselves indicate 
that an engagement was not performed in accordance with the 
applicable professional standards.
Tailoring the Representation Letter
SSARS No. 1 requires that, in a review engagement, you obtain a 
representation letter from members of management whom you 
believe are responsible for and knowledgeable about the matters 
covered in the representation letter. A management representation 
letter is not required in a compilation engagement. (However, the 
AICPA’s Personal Financial Statements Guide recommends that 
practitioners obtain a representation letter in all personal financial 
statement engagements, even in a compilation.)
Normally, the chief executive officer and chief financial officer 
would sign the management representation letter. Appendix F of 
SSARS No. 1 (AR sec. 100.58) provides an illustrative manage­
ment representation letter for a review engagement.
You should tailor the management representation letter to the 
client based on your knowledge of the clients business and the 
industry in which it operates. You may add additional representa­
tions to the letter, especially if the client operates in a specialized 
industry (e.g., construction contractors, homeowners associa­
tions, or not-for-profit organizations). These additional represen­
tations may be found in various AICPA Industry Audit and 
Accounting Guides that you can obtain by calling the AICPA 
Order Department at (888) 777-7077.
ARSC has issued an omnibus exposure draft that will, among 
other things, require specific representations from management 
and provide guidance on both dating the representation letter 
and obtaining representations from current management if they 
were not present during all periods covered by the review report.
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(See the previous section of this Alert, “New SSARS Exposure 
Draft: Omnibus—2002.”) Some of the following issues, although 
they are only recommended at this time, may become require­
ments if the omnibus statement is adopted.
Obtain written representations from management for all finan­
cial statements and periods covered by your report. For example, 
if comparative financial statements are reported on, the represen­
tations obtained at the completion of the most recent review 
should address all periods being reported. The specific written 
representations obtained will depend on the circumstances of the 
engagement and the nature and basis of presentation of the finan­
cial statements. In connection with a review of financial statements 
presented in accordance with GAAP, specific representations 
should relate to the following matters:
a. Management’s acknowledgment of its responsibility for 
the fair presentation in the financial statements of financial 
position, results of operations, and cash flows in confor­
mity with GAAP
b. Management’s belief that the financial statements are fairly 
presented in conformity with GAAP
c. Management’s full and truthful response to all inquiries
d. Completeness of information
e. Information concerning subsequent events
The written representations should be addressed to the accoun­
tant. Because you are concerned with events occurring through 
the date of the report that may require adjustment to or disclo­
sure in the financial statements, the representations should be 
made as of a date no earlier than the date of your report. The letter 
should be signed by those members of management whom you 
believe are responsible for and knowledgeable, directly or through 
others in the organization, about the matters covered in the rep­
resentation letter. Normally, the chief executive officer and chief 
financial officer or others with equivalent positions in the entity 
should sign the representation letter. If current management was 
not present during all periods covered by your report, you should
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nevertheless obtain written representations from current manage­
ment on all such periods.
Paragraph 48 of SSARS No. 1 (AR sec. 100.48) states that  if, in 
an audit or review engagement, a client does not provide you 
with a signed representation letter, you are precluded from issu­
ing a review report on the financial statements and would ordi­
narily be precluded from issuing a compilation report on the 
financial statements. Thus, you would not be able to step down 
to a compilation engagement.
Current Accounting and Reporting Issues
Accounting for Goodwill
In June 2001, the FASB issued Financial Accounting Standards 
Board (FASB) Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 
142, Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets, which supersedes APB 
Opinion No. 17, Intangible Assets, and drastically changes the ac­
counting for goodwill. FASB Statement No. 142 changes the unit 
of account for goodwill and takes a very different approach to how 
to account for goodwill and other intangible assets subsequent to 
their initial recognition. Because goodwill and some intangible as­
sets will no longer be amortized, the reported amounts of good­
will and intangible assets will not decrease at the same time and in 
the same manner as under previous standards. Specifically, FASB 
Statement No. 142 changes the subsequent accounting for good­
will and other intangible assets in the following respects:
• FASB Statement No. 142 adopts a more aggregate view of 
goodwill and bases the accounting for goodwill on the 
units of the combined entity into which an acquired entity 
is integrated. Those units are referred to as reporting units.
• APB Opinion No. 17 presumed that goodwill and all other 
intangible assets were wasting assets (that is, finite lived). 
FASB Statement No. 142 does not presume that those assets 
are wasting assets. Instead, goodwill and other intangible as­
sets that have indefinite useful lives will not be amortized 
but, rather, will be tested at least annually for impairment.
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• FASB Statement No. 142 provides specific guidance for 
testing goodwill for impairment. The annual test for good­
will impairment uses a two-step process that begins with an 
estimation of the fair value of a reporting unit. However, if 
certain criteria are met, the requirement to test goodwill for 
impairment annually can be satisfied without a remeasure­
ment of the fair value of the reporting unit.
The provisions of FASB Statement No. 142 are required to be ap­
plied, starting with fiscal years beginning after December 15, 
2001. This Statement is required to be applied to all goodwill and 
other intangible assets recognized in the financial statements at 
that date. Goodwill and intangible assets acquired after June 30, 
2001, are subject immediately to the nonamortization provisions 
of FASB Statement No. 142.
Many accountants have voiced concern that the cost of comply­
ing with FASB Statement No. 142 may exceed the benefits for 
many small businesses which need compiled or reviewed financial 
statements. FASB Statement No. 142 requires that companies 
test goodwill for impairment at least annually. This impairment 
test involves estimating the fair value of all assets and liabilities 
and comparing the resulting net assets to the fair value of the re­
porting unit (or entity). This estimation and comparison proce­
dure can be costly in terms of time and personpower.
If your client chooses not to implement FASB Statement No. 
142, you should modify your compilation or review report to 
disclose the GAAP departure. You also should disclose the dollar 
effects of the departure in the report if the client has determined 
them or if they are known as a result of your procedures. SSARS 
No. 1 (AR sec. 100.42) provides guidance when any amounts 
are believed so material that a GAAP exception is not enough. 
However, you are not required to determine the effects of the de­
parture if the client has not determined and provided them. In 
those cases, include in the report a statement that the effects of 
the departure have not been determined. The following reports 
illustrate how you might communicate this departure.
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Compilation Report W ith a GAAP Departure
We have compiled the accompanying balance sheet of XYZ 
Company as of December 31, 20XX, and the related state­
ments of income, retained earnings, and cash flows for the year 
then ended, in accordance with Statements on Standards for 
Accounting and Review Services issued by the American Insti­
tute of Certified Public Accountants.
A compilation is limited to presenting in the form of finan­
cial statements information that is the representation of man­
agement (owners). I (We) have not audited or reviewed the 
accompanying financial statements and, accordingly, do not 
express an opinion or any other form of assurance on them. 
However, I (we) did become aware of a departure from gen­
erally accepted accounting principles described in the fol­
lowing paragraph.
Generally accepted accounting principles require that goodwill 
be tested for impairment and not be amortized. Management 
has informed me (us) that the Company has not tested good­
will for impairment and is continuing to amortize goodwill. 
The effects of this departure from generally accepted account­
ing principles have not been determined.
Review Report W ith a GAAP Departure
I (We) have reviewed the accompanying balance sheet of XYZ 
Company as of December 31, 20XX, and the related statements 
of income, retained earnings, and cash flows for the year then 
ended, in accordance with Statements on Standards for Ac­
counting and Review Services issued by the American Institute 
of Certified Public Accountants. All information included in 
these financial statements is the representation of management.
A review consists principally of inquiries of company person­
nel and analytical procedures applied to financial data. It is 
substantially less in scope than an audit in accordance with 
generally accepted auditing standards, the objective of which 
is the expression of an opinion regarding the financial state­
ments taken as a whole. Accordingly, I (we) do not express 
such an opinion.
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Based on our review, with the exception of the matter de­
scribed in the following paragraph, I (we) are not aware of any 
material modifications that should be made to the accompany­
ing financial statements in order for them to be in conformity 
with generally accepted accounting principles.
Generally accepted accounting principles require that goodwill 
be tested for impairment and not be amortized. Management 
has informed me (us) that the Company has not tested good­
will for impairment and is continuing to amortize goodwill.
The effects of this departure from generally accepted account­
ing principles have not been determined.
Statement of Retained Earnings
Some practitioners question whether a statement of retained 
earnings is required in a financial statement presentation. This 
confusion arises, partly, because all of the example reports in 
SSARS No. 1 refer to a statement of retained earnings.
The accounting literature does not require the statement of re­
tained earnings to be presented as a financial statement. However, 
APB Opinion No. 12, Omnibus Opinion— 1967, does require 
disclosure of a change in capital. This disclosure can be made in a 
separate financial statement, in the notes to the financial state­
ments, or as part of another basic statement (such as the income 
statement or balance sheet).
SAS No. 62, Special Reports (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 
1, AU sec. 623), contains the requirements for a presentation of 
financial statements prepared on a comprehensive basis of ac­
counting other than GAAP. We refer to this basis of presentation 
as an other comprehensive basis of accounting (OCBOA). Gen­
erally, two financial statements—one that presents the financial 
position of the entity and one that presents the results of opera­
tions of the entity—will constitute a complete presentation. 
However, financial statements prepared using an OCBOA, such 
as cash-basis or tax-basis, should include disclosures similar to 
those included in GAAP presentations. Therefore, disclosure of a 
change in capital, as required by APB Opinion No. 12, would be 
appropriate for cash- or tax-basis financial statements.
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In general, you have three options for presenting information 
about retained earnings or changes in capital:
• Present a separate statement of retained earnings.
• Include a disclosure of the change in capital (retained earn­
ings) in the notes to the financial statements.
• Present the change in capital (retained earnings) on the 
face of the income statement or in the equity section of the 
balance sheet.
Reporting When Supplementary Information Is Included
Two common questions arise when supplementary information is 
included with the basic financial statements:
1. What is considered supplementary information, and where 
do I place it in the presentation?
2. Do I have to modify the standard compilation or review 
report if supplementary information is included?
W hat Is Supplementary Information?
The term supplementary information is not defined in SSARSs. 
SAS No. 29, Reporting on Information Accompanying the Basic Fi­
nancial Statements in Auditor-Submitted Documents (AICPA, Pro­
fessional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 551), defines this type of 
information as:
• Additional details of items in or related to the basic finan­
cial statements, unless the information has been identified 
as being part of the basic financial statements
• Consolidating information
• Historical summaries of items extracted from basic finan­
cial statements, including graphs prepared on a computer
• Statistical data
• Other material, some of which may be from sources out­
side the accounting system or outside the entity
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Presentation o f Supplementary Information
Financial statements often include detailed schedules, summaries, 
comparisons, or statistical information that are not part of the 
basic financial statements, such as:
• Budgets for an expired period
• Cost of goods sold schedule
• Manufacturing expenses schedule
• Selling expenses
• General and administrative expenses
• Details of marketable securities
• Property and equipment schedule
• Aging analysis of accounts receivable
• Details of sales by product line, territory, or salesman
Normally, supplementary information is separated from the basic 
financial statements. Most practitioners present supplementary 
information on separate pages after the basic financial statements 
(and footnotes, if included). It is also a good idea to separate the 
supplementary information from the basic financial statements 
by including a title page marked “Supplementary Information.” 
If you present a separate report on the supplementary informa­
tion, it should follow the title page.
SSARS No. 1 requires that you indicate the degree of responsibil­
ity, if any, you are taking with respect to the supplementary infor­
mation that accompanies the basic financial statements.
If the basic financial statements are compiled, then the compila­
tion report should be modified, as follows:
I (We) have compiled the accompanying balance sheet of XYZ 
Company as of December 31, 20XX, and the related state­
ments of income, retained earnings, and cash flows for the year 
then ended, and the accompanying supplementary informa­
tion contained in Schedules A and B, which are presented only 
for supplementary analysis purposes, in accordance with State­
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ments on Standards for Accounting and Review Services issued 
by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
A compilation is limited to presenting in the form of financial 
statements and supplementary schedules information that is 
the representation of management. I (We) have not audited or 
reviewed the accompanying financial statements and supple­
mentary schedules and, accordingly, do not express an opinion 
or any other form of assurance on them.
If the basic financial statements are compiled for management's 
use only, then the engagement letter should include the following 
language:
The other data accompanying the financial statements are pre­
sented only for supplementary analysis purposes and will be 
compiled from information that is the representation of man­
agement, without audit or review, and I (we) will not express 
an opinion or any other form of assurance on such data.
If the basic financial statements are reviewed, the degree of re­
sponsibility you are taking is indicated either in your review re­
port on the basic financial statements or in a separate report on 
the other data. Specifically, the explanation should state that the 
review was made primarily for the purpose of expressing limited 
assurance that there are no material modifications that should be 
made to the financial statements in order for them to be in con­
formity with GAAP, and, according to SSARS No. 1 (AR sec. 
100.44) either:
• The other data accompanying the financial statements are 
presented only for supplementary analysis purposes and 
have been subjected to the inquiry and analytical proce­
dures applied in the review of the financial statements, 
and you did not become aware of any material modifica­
tions that should be made to such data (in other words 
you are stating that you also reviewed the supplementary 
information), or
• The other data accompanying the financial statements are 
presented only for supplementary analysis purposes and 
have not been subjected to the inquiry and analytical pro-
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cedures applied in the review of the financial statements, 
but were compiled from information that is the representa­
tion of management, without audit or review, and you do 
not express an opinion or any other form of assurance on 
such data (in other words, you are stating that you re­
viewed the financial statements but only compiled the sup­
plementary information).
In any case, the important thing to remember is to clearly indi­
cate the degree of responsibility you are taking for any informa­
tion accompanying the basic financial statements.
The ARSC has issued an exposure draft that will allow for a sepa­
rate report on supplementary information. SSARS No. 1 cur­
rently implies that the reference to the supplementary 
information should be made only in the compilation report on 
the financial statements. (See the previous section of this Alert, 
“New SSARS Exposure Draft: Omnibus—2002.”)
Financial Statements Submitted in Litigation Support Services
Accountants who provide litigation support services may be 
asked to prepare financial presentations for their client’s submis­
sion to the court. Ordinarily, the submission of such financial 
statements would require that you at least compile the financial 
statements in accordance with SSARS No. 1. However, Interpre­
tation No. 20 of SSARS No. 1, “Applicability of Statements on 
Standards for Accounting and Review Services to Litigation Ser­
vices” (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 2, AR sec. 9100.76-.79), 
exempts such financial statements from the applicability of 
SSARS if the following apply:
1. The statements are submitted in conjunction with litiga­
tion services that involve pending or potential formal legal 
or regulatory proceedings before a trier of fact.
2. The services are in connection with the resolution of a dis­
pute between two or more parties.
3. One of the following criteria must be met:
a. The service consists of being an expert witness.
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b. The service consists of being a trier of fact or acting on 
behalf of one.
c. The accountants work under the rules of the proceed­
ings is subject to detailed analysis and challenge by each 
party to the dispute.
d. The accountant is engaged by an attorney to do work 
that will be protected by the attorney’s work product 
privilege and such work is not intended to be used for 
other purposes.
In legal proceedings, other parties are provided with access to the 
financial statements submitted to the court and also have the op­
portunity to analyze and challenge the financial statements. This 
would meet the criteria in item 3c above, and because the first two 
requirements (items 1 and 2, above) are also met, would exempt 
the financial statements from the applicability of SSARS No. 1.
It should be noted that SSARS No. 1 would be applicable to fi­
nancial statements submitted in connection with litigation ser­
vices if, under the rules of the proceedings (1) the parties did not 
have the opportunity to analyze and challenge the accountant’s 
work or (2) if the accountant was specifically engaged to compile 
and report on the financial statements.
The AICPA Litigation and Dispute Resolution Subcommittee 
has issued an exposure draft Statement on Responsibilities (SOR) 
for Litigation Services No. 1. The exposure draft sets forth the re­
sponsibilities of a litigation service practitioner in a litigation ser­
vice consulting engagement. The SOR analyzes the scope of 
litigation services, provides a comparative analysis of standards 
and responsibilities, and describes the scope of standards and re­
sponsibilities for the litigation service practitioner.
The SOR is based upon an Interpretation of the Statement on 
Standards for Consulting Services and incorporates special re­
ports that have previously been issued by the AICPA (Applica­
tion o f AICPA Professional Standards in the Performance o f  
Litigation Services, Consulting Services Special Report 93-1) as 
well as elements of other special reports that have been issued by 
the AICPA.
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Compiling or Reviewing Under a Different Basis of Accounting
A client may engage you to compile GAAP financial statements 
in one year (for example, 2002) because such statements are 
needed to obtain bank financing, and in the following year 
(2003) when the client is no longer applying for credit, engage 
you to compile comparative tax-basis financial statements for the 
current and prior years (2002 and 2003). If such an engagement 
is performed, two financial statements with different bases of ac­
counting will have been issued for the same period (2002).
Although SSARS does not address this question, nothing in 
SSARS precludes you from performing such an engagement. Rel­
evant guidance in this area may be gleaned from SAS No. 62, Spe­
cial Reports, which provides guidance on reporting on financial 
statements prepared in conformity with an OCBOA other than 
GAAP, as noted previously in this Alert. Footnote 35 of SAS No. 
62 primarily addresses situations in which GAAP financial state­
ments have been issued in previous years and the entity changes 
the basis of accounting used in the current year. Footnote 35 indi­
cates that, in such situations, the auditor is not required to add an 
explanatory paragraph to the report describing the change. How­
ever, the auditor may add an explanatory paragraph to the report 
to highlight (1) a difference in the basis of presentation used from 
that in prior years or (2) that another report has been issued on 
the entity’s financial statements prepared in conformity with an­
other basis of accounting. Drawing a parallel from the guidance in 
the audit literature, it would appear that you need not modify 
your compilation report in this situation; however, if you wish to, 
you may add a paragraph to the report indicating that another re­
port has been issued on the entity’s financial statements prepared 
in conformity with another basis of accounting.
If two sets of financial statements with different bases of account­
ing have been issued for the same period, it is particularly impor­
tant that readers be aware of the basis of accounting used in each 
set of financial statements. Ordinarily, the basis of accounting is 
disclosed in the notes to the financial statements. However, in fi­
nancial statements that omit substantially all disclosures required 
by GAAP or OCBOA, the basis of accounting may not be dis-
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closed in the financial statements. Paragraph 20 and Interpreta­
tion No. 12 of SSARS No. 1, “Reporting on a Comprehensive 
Basis of Accounting Other Than Generally Accepted Accounting 
Principles” (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 2, AR sec. 
9100.40-.45), ensure that the basis of accounting is disclosed to 
financial statement users by requiring that it be disclosed in the 
compilation report if it is not disclosed in the financial statements.
Pro Forma Information
A client who is considering entering into an important transac­
tion, such as acquiring another entity, may ask you to compile 
pro forma financial information related to that transaction. The 
objective of pro forma financial information is to present histori­
cal financial information as if a proposed or consummated trans­
action had occurred at the date of the historical financial 
information. The pro forma financial information may consist of 
financial statements or selected elements of a financial statement. 
Pro forma financial information is prepared by making pro forma 
adjustments to historical financial information. The adjustments 
are based on management’s assumptions and should reflect all of 
the significant effects that would be directly attributable to the 
proposed transaction or event. For example, in 2002, Company 
A may be considering acquiring Company B and would like to 
determine what the December 31, 2001, financial statements 
would have looked like had that acquisition occurred during 
2001. The client, with your assistance, would prepare pro forma 
financial statements that reflect all of the significant factors that 
would have affected the historical financial statements. These fac­
tors might include items such as increased labor costs if the ac­
quisition involves the use of employees covered by a collective 
bargaining agreement, or the tax effects of operating in a new lo­
cality. In other situations, such as the following, pro forma finan­
cial information may be useful to show the effects of transactions:
• The disposition of a significant portion of a business, such 
as the sale of a division
• A change in the form of a business organization, such as 
the incorporation of a sole proprietorship
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• The sale of securities and the application of the proceeds, 
such as the issuance of debt or equity securities and the use 
of the proceeds to purchase additional manufacturing 
equipment
Chapter 4, “Reporting on an Entity’s Internal Control Over Fi­
nancial Reporting,” of Statement on Standards for Attestation 
Engagements (SSAE) No. 10, Revision and Recodification 
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AT sec. 401), establishes 
standards for examining or reviewing pro forma financial infor­
mation. However, that standard does not apply to the compila­
tion of pro forma financial information. In Technical Practice Aid 
(TPA) No. 9, “Compilation of Pro Forma Information” (AICPA, 
AICPA Technical Practice Aids, sec. 9900.09), an inquiry is made 
as to whether an accountant may compile pro forma financial in­
formation if the related historical financial statements have been 
compiled. The TPA states that an accountant may compile pro 
forma financial information because AT sec. 401 does not pro­
hibit such a service. Although there is no authoritative guidance 
for compiling such information, you should consider the impor­
tance of the following:
• Obtaining a general understanding of the underlying 
transaction or event that created the need for the pro 
forma financial information
• Considering whether managements assumptions underly­
ing the pro forma adjustments are disclosed in the notes to 
the pro forma financial information and whether the pro 
forma adjustments appear to be consistent with each other 
and with the data used to develop them
If the historical financial statements have been compiled, the pro 
forma financial information may be presented as supplementary 
information accompanying the historical financial statements, 
and you may report on the pro forma financial information in ac­
cordance with the guidance on supplementary information pre­
sented in paragraph 44 of SSARS No. 1 (AR sec. 100.44). (Also, 
see the discussion in the previous section of this Alert, “Report­
ing When Supplementary Information Is Included.”)
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Split-Level Reporting
Split-level reporting involves providing different levels of assur­
ance on a single set of financial statements for the same year. For 
example, this type of reporting would include auditing the bal­
ance sheet and reviewing the income statement.
Neither the SSARSs nor the SASs address whether you can audit 
a balance sheet and review an income statement for the same set 
of financial statements. Many practitioners believe that an engage­
ment involving an audit of one statement and a review of another 
statement should be avoided.
Consider the case of a first-year audit in which you have not 
observed the beginning inventory. You sometimes find that you 
cannot express an opinion on the statements of income and 
cash flows in these circumstances. You may, however, be able to 
express an unqualified opinion on the balance sheet. In such a 
situation, is it permissible to audit the balance sheet and com­
pile or review the statements of income and cash flows?
If you encounter such a situation, follow the guidance in SAS 
No. 58, Reports on Audited Financial Statements (AICPA, Profes­
sional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 508), and indicate that you do 
not express an opinion on the statements of income and cash 
flows. Because you have applied audit procedures to the results of 
operations and the statement of cash flows, except for beginning 
inventory, best practice suggests that you should avoid engage­
ments that combine SAS and SSARS requirements.
What about an engagement involving a reviewed balance sheet 
and a compiled statement of income? Is this type of split ap­
proach appropriate for practitioners to consider? Again, this is 
not addressed in the SSARS; thus, it is not prohibited. However, 
most practitioners believe that it is sound practice to avoid this 
type of engagement. Another determining factor to consider is 
that, if one statement has been reviewed, the additional work 
necessary to review the other statement (instead of compiling the 
other statement) is minimal.
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Reporting on Financial Statements That Omit 
Substantially All Disclosures
Your client may request you to compile financial statements that 
omit substantially all disclosures. You may compile financial 
statements that omit substantially all disclosures, provided you 
disclose the omission in the compilation report and the omission 
is not, to your knowledge, an attempt to mislead anyone. Since 
the omission of disclosures is a departure from GAAP, the report 
must clearly indicate the departure. SSARS No. 1 (AR secs. 
100.16-.18) indicates that the following should be included in 
GAAP financial statements:
Management has elected to omit substantially all disclosures 
required by generally accepted accounting principles. If the 
omitted disclosures were included in the financial statements, 
they might influence the user’s conclusions about the Com­
pany’s financial position, results of operations, and cash flows. 
Accordingly, these financial statements are not designed for 
those who are not informed about such matters.
For OCBOA financial statements, the following should be included:
Management has elected to omit substantially all disclosures 
ordinarily included in financial statements prepared on the 
income tax basis of accounting. If the omitted disclosures 
were included in the financial statements, they might influence 
the user’s conclusions about the Company’s assets, liabilities, 
equity, revenue, and expenses. Accordingly, these financial 
statements are not designed for those who are not informed 
about such matters.
If the client wishes to include disclosures about only a few mat­
ters in the form of notes to the compiled financial statements, 
such disclosures should be labeled “Selected Information— 
Substantially All Disclosures Required by Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles Are Not Included.” In this case, the third 
paragraph is still necessary in the report.
Interpretation No. 1 of SSARS No. 1 (AR sec. 9100.01) indicates 
that the above modification for compiled financial statements is 
not appropriate for reviewed financial statements. Since the
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omission of material disclosures is a departure from GAAP, the 
review report should include the omitted disclosures.
When the financial statements include all disclosures except one 
or two, the guidance above is not appropriate. Rather, the omis­
sion of a single note should be treated in a compilation or review 
report like any other departure from GAAP, and you should 
disclose the nature of the departure and its effects, if known. In 
addition, the paragraphs above should not be used in situations 
in which substantially all disclosures are included. In other words, 
these paragraphs are not intended to be a form of protection for 
forgetting to include one or more disclosures.
Current Peer Review Issues
Review of Documentation Expected in an Engagement
In 1999, the AICPA Peer Review Board adopted revisions to the 
AICPA Standards for Performing and Reporting on Peer Reviews 
(Standards) and Interpretations that became effective for peer 
reviews commencing on or after January 1, 2001. There are now 
three types of peer reviews, per the AICPA Standards for Per­
forming and Reporting on Peer Reviews:
• System review. This kind of review is for firms that perform 
engagements under the SAS, Governmental Auditing Stan­
dards (GAS, also referred to as the Yellow Book), and exami­
nations of prospective financial information under the SSAE. 
The system review is essentially the same as the former 
on-site peer review with only a name change.
• Engagement review. This kind of review is for firms that are 
not required to have a system review (and who are not eli­
gible to have a report review discussed below). The engage­
ment review is similar to the former off-site peer review 
(with a separate report and letter of comments, technical 
review, committee acceptance, monitoring actions, and so 
on). In an engagement review, the two objectives are to 
provide the peer reviewer with a reasonable basis for ex­
pressing limited assurance of the following:
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— The financial statements or information and the related 
accountant’s report on the accounting, review, and at­
testation engagements submitted for review conform in 
all material respects with professional standards (same 
as in the former off-site review).
— The reviewed firm’s documentation on the engagements 
submitted for review conforms to the requirements of 
the SSARS and the SSAE, as applicable, in all material 
respects. In an engagement review, there is no opinion 
on the reviewed firm’s system of quality control and, 
therefore, the reviewer is not opining on the firm’s de­
sign of or compliance with its own quality control poli­
cies and procedures or with quality control standards.
• Report review. Firms that only perform compilations that 
omit substantially all disclosures will have a report review.
Many accountants who perform only compilation and review 
engagements will be subject to the engagement review discussed 
above. In this case, you will be expected to submit selected en­
gagements to the peer reviewer, including financial statements, 
reports, and documentation. However, since SSARS does not re­
quire any specific documentation in a compilation engagement, 
none should be expected to be submitted (see the discussion in 
the “Documentation Requirements in SSARS Engagements” 
section earlier in this Alert). The one exception, in the case of a 
compilation engagement, is the management-use-only compila­
tion. In this kind of compilation, you are required to document 
your understanding with the client (that is, in a written engage­
ment letter). That understanding is required to address specific 
items outlined in SSARS No. 1 (AR sec. 100.21).
As noted in the “Review Engagement Documentation” section of 
this Alert, for a review engagement, SSARS No. 1 (AR secs. 
100.29 and 100.32) states that the accountant should have docu­
mentation to describe the following:
1. The matters covered in your inquiry and analytical procedures
2. Unusual matters that you considered during the perfor­
mance of the review, including their disposition
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3. The management representation letter (SSARS No. 1 re­
quires that the client provide you with a representation let­
ter in a review engagement.)
However, SSARS does not provide any specific guidance as to the 
form and content of the documentation to support items 1 and 2 
above. Since professional standards do not provide specific guide­
lines as to the form and content of documentation required for 
review engagements, other than management representation let­
ters, many accountants question what kind of documentation 
will be required from peer reviewed firms when they are subject 
to an engagement review.
In order to clarify what constitutes appropriate documentation 
for a review engagement, the staff of the AICPA Peer Review Pro­
gram discussed this matter with ARSC. It is ARSC’s position that 
the form and content of documentation for a review engagement 
should be based upon the judgment of the accountant who per­
forms the review engagement. Therefore, the judgment of the ac­
countant appears to be the key factor in determining:
1. The nature and extent of inquiries to be made by the ac­
countant when performing a review of financial statements
2. The form and content of documentation to be provided by 
the accountant as support for inquiries, analytical proce­
dures, and any unusual matters considered during the per­
formance of the review
Examples of appropriate documentation for a review engagement 
may include one or more of the following:
• A program or checklist that covers the inquiries made by 
the accountant, such as those generally described in para­
graph 28 of SSARS No. 1 (AR sec. 100.28) and also those 
more specifically described in Appendix B of SSARS No. 1 
(AR sec. 100.34)
• Notations in the working papers or memos that describe the 
analytical procedures performed, such as comparison of fi­
nancial statements with comparable prior periods, compari­
son of financial statements with anticipated results, ratio
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analysis, and also, the conclusions reached by the accountant 
based on the performance of those analytical procedures
• Memos in a narrative format that discuss any unusual mat­
ters the accountant considered during the review, as well as 
how the accountant disposed of those matters
Since the form and content of documentation may vary from one 
engagement to another, and will be based on the judgment of the 
accountant who performed the review engagement, the peer re­
viewer will need to use reasonable judgment in determining 
whether the documentation appears to be appropriate.
Recurring Deficiencies Noted in Compilation and 
Review Engagements
Of the more than 30,000 firms in the AICPA Peer Review Pro­
gram, almost 18,000 perform reviews or compilations as their 
highest level of service. More than 40 state administering entities 
administer the peer review program to include 54 state CPA soci­
eties (including the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and 
the Virgin Islands). The importance of the peer review findings 
cannot be overemphasized. Here, we provide you with some recent 
significant and minor deficiencies that you can keep in mind when 
planning and staffing your compilation and review engagements.
Significant Deficiencies
Significant deficiencies include matters that normally (1) are ma­
terial to understanding the financial statements or auditor’s or ac­
countant’s report or (2) represent a critical auditing or SSARS 
procedure.2 An engagement with a significant deficiency is nor­
mally considered substandard. Frequently mentioned significant 
deficiencies in compilation and review engagements that have 
been noted in peer review comment letters include, among other 
matters, the following:
2. Failure to docum en t the understand ing  w ith  the en tity  th rough  the use o f  an en ­
gagem ent letter, an d /o r include a reference on each page o f  the financial statem ents 
th a t they are “restricted for m anagem ent’s use only” as required by SSARS No. 8 or 
failure to include any one o f  the required descriptions and  statem ents in the engage­
m en t letter will be considered a significant deficiency.
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• Reports that include the following:
— Omissions of required reporting elements of applicable 
standards
— Issuance of a review report when the accountant is not 
independent
— Failure to disclose lack of independence in a compila­
tion report
— Failure to disclose the omission of substantially all disclosures
— Failure to disclose the omission of the statement of cash 
flows in financial statements prepared in accordance 
with GAAP
— Failure to disclose an OCBOA for financial statements 
compiled without disclosure, where the basis of account­
ing is not readily determinable from reading the report
— Failure to disclose, in the accountant's report, a material 
departure from professional standards (Examples in­
clude the nonconsolidation of appropriate subsidiaries 
with a parent company’s financial statements; omission 
of significant income tax provisions in interim financial 
statements; omission of significant disclosures related to 
material defined employee benefit plans; or nonrecog­
nition of significant deferred income.)
• Financial statement measurement, presentation, and dis­
closure, which includes the following:
— Inclusion of material balances that are not appropriate 
for the basis of accounting used
— Failure to include a material amount or balance neces­
sary for the basis of accounting used (examples include 
the omission of material accruals, failure to provide for 
material losses or doubtful accounts, or failure to pro­
vide for material deferred income taxes)
— Significant departures from the financial statement for­
mats prescribed by industry audit and accounting guides
— Omission of significant required disclosures related to 
material financial statement balances or transactions
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— Omission of disclosures of significant accounting poli­
cies applied (GAAP or OCBOA)
— Omission of significant matters related to the under­
standing of the financial statements (the cumulative 
material effect of a number of disclosure deficiencies)
— Improper accounting of a material transaction (e.g., 
recording a capital lease as an operating lease)
— Misclassification of a material transaction or balance
— Failure to include a summary of significant assumptions 
in a financial forecast or projection
— Use of a statement of changes in financial position 
where a statement of cash flows is appropriate
• Failure to segregate the statement of cash flows into the
components of operating, investing, and financing activi­
ties SSARS procedures and documentation, which in­
cludes failures to:
— Perform inquiries and analytical procedures in review 
engagements
— Document inquiries and analytical procedures in review 
engagements
— “Read” compiled financial statements for obvious or 
material errors
— Obtain client management representation letters in re­
view engagements
Minor Deficiencies
Minor deficiencies include departures from professional stan­
dards that (1) are not normally material to a proper understand­
ing of the Financial statements or accompanying auditor’s or 
accountant’s report or (2) do not represent a critical audit or 
SSARS procedure. As a result, these departures, by themselves, 
would not usually cause an engagement to be substandard. Fre­
quently mentioned minor deficiencies, among others, in compi­
lation and review engagements that have been noted in peer 
review comment letters include the following:
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Reports, including the following:
— Failure to report on supplementary information
— Minor departures from standard report language, pro­
vided the report is not otherwise misleading about the 
degree of responsibility taken
— Failure to reference all time periods encompassed by the 
financial statements
— Inclusion of a reference about the omission of the state­
ment of cash flows for financial statements prepared on 
an OCBOA (A statement of cash flows is not required 
for financial statements prepared on an OCBOA.)
— Minor report-dating departures
— Failure to disclose an OCBOA for financial statements 
compiled without disclosure where the basis of accounting 
is otherwise readily determinable from reading the report
— Omission of a reference to a statement of changes in 
equity (included with the financial statements)
Financial statement measurement, presentation, and dis­
closure, which include the following:
— Omitted or inadequate disclosures related to minor ac­
count balances or transactions (e.g., minor disclosure 
deficiencies related to accounting policies, inventory, 
valuation allowances, long-term debt, related-party 
transactions, concentrations of credit risk, deferred in­
come taxes, or employee benefit plans)
— Minor departures from the financial statement formats 
recommended by industry audit and accounting guides
— Failure to reference the financial statements to the ac­
countant’s report or the accompanying footnotes
— Use of financial statement titles that are not appropriate 
for the basis of accounting used when the accountant’s 
report, financial statements, or footnotes otherwise in­
dicate the basis of accounting
— Failure to include the title “Selected Information— 
Substantially All Disclosures Required by Generally Ac-
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cepted Accounting Principles Are Omitted” as appro­
priate for the presentation of certain selected disclosures
— Failure to accrue income taxes where the accrual and 
provision are expected to be immaterial to the financial 
statements taken as a whole
• SSARS procedures and documentation, which include the
following:
— Minor documentation deficiencies related to review 
engagements
— Minor omitted procedures related to review engagements
Although there are many recurring deficiencies noted in peer re­
view, you can take steps to avoid them by keeping these common 
mistakes in mind as you plan and perform future compilation 
and review engagements.
Accounting Pronouncements and Guidance Update
Presented below is a list of recently issued accounting pronounce­
ments and other guidance issued since the publication of last 
year’s Alert. See the AICPA Audit Risk Alert—2002/03 (Product 
No. 022333kk) for a summary explanation of these issuances. 
For information on accounting standards issued subsequent to 
the writing of this Alert, please refer to the AICPA Web site at 
www.aicpa.org, and the FASB Web site at www.fasb.org. You may 
also look for announcements of newly issued standards in the 
CPA Letter and Journal o f Accountancy.
FASB Statement N o. 145
FASB Statement N o. 146
FASB Statement N o. 147
Statement o f  Position 
(SOP) 01-5
SO P 01-6
Rescission o f  FASB Statements No. 4, 44, and 64, 
Amendment to FASB Statement No. 13 and  
Technical Corrections
Accounting for Costs Associated with Exit or 
Disposal Activities
Acquisitions o f  Certain Financial Institutions
Amendments to Specific AICPA Pronouncements 
for Changes Related to the N A IC  Codification
Accounting by Certain Entities (Including Entities 
With Trade Receivables) That Lend to or Finance 
the Activities o f  Others
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On the Horizon
You might want to keep abreast of auditing and accounting de­
velopments and upcoming guidance that may affect engage­
ments. Remember that exposure drafts are nonauthoritative and 
cannot be used as a basis for changing GAAP or GAAS. The 
AICPA general Audit Risk Alert—2002/03 summarizes some of 
the more significant outstanding exposure drafts.
The following table lists the various standard-setting bodies’ Web 
sites where you may obtain information about outstanding expo­
sure drafts. (Also see Appendix B, “The Internet—An Accoun­
tant’s Research Tool,” of this Alert for a more complete list of 
helpful Web sites.)
Standard-Setting Body Web site
AICPA A uditing  
Standards Board (ASB)
www.aicpa.org/m em bers/div/auditstd/drafts.htm
AICPA Accounting  
Standards Executive 
Com m ittee (AcSEC)
www.aicpa.org/ m em bers/div/acctstd/ edo/index.htm
GASB www.gasb.org
FASB www.fasb.org
Professional Ethics 
Executive C om m ittee
www.aicpa.org/m em bers/div/ethics/index.htm
Help Desk—The AICPA’s standard-setting committees are now 
publishing exposure drafts of proposed professional standards 
exclusively on the AICPA Web site at: www.aicpa.org. The 
AICPA will notify interested parties by e-mail about new expo­
sure drafts. To have your e-mail address put on the notification 
list for all AICPA exposure drafts, send your e-mail address to 
memsat@aicpa.org. Indicate “exposure draft email list” in the 
subject header field to help process the submissions more effi­
ciently. Include your full name, mailing address and, if known, 
your membership and subscriber number in the message.
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AICPA Resource Central
Publications
The following publications deliver valuable guidance and practi­
cal assistance as potent tools to be used on your engagements 
(product numbers appear in parentheses).
• Revenue Recognition Audit Guide (012510 kk)
• Analytical Procedures Audit Guide (012551kk)
• Auditing Estimates and Other Soft Accounting Information 
Practice Aid (010010 kk)
• Accounting Trends & Techniques—2002 (009894kk)
• Preparing and Reporting on Cash- and Tax-Basis Financial 
Statements Practice Aid (006701kk)
• Understanding and Implementing SSARS No. 8 (006612kk) 
Audit and Accounting Manual
The Audit and Accounting Manual (005132kk) is a valuable 
nonauthoritative practice tool designed to provide assistance for 
audit, review, and compilation engagements. The manual con­
tains numerous practice aids, samples, and illustrations, includ­
ing audit programs; auditors’ reports; checklists; engagement 
letters; and management representation and confirmation let­
ters, among other items. The 2002 edition of the manual in­
cludes a newly reorganized section addressing compilation and 
review engagements.
AICPA’s reSource Online Accounting and Auditing Literature
Get access—any time, any where—to the AICPA’s latest Profes­
sional Standards, Technical Practice Aids, Audit and Accounting 
Guides (more than 20 guides), Audit Risk Alerts (more than 15 
alerts) and Accounting Trends & Techniques. To subscribe to this es­
sential service for accounting professionals, go to cpa2biz.com.
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Educational Courses
The AICPA has developed a number of continuing professional 
education (CPE) courses that might be valuable to CPAs per­
forming compilation and review engagements. Those courses in­
clude (product numbers appear in parentheses):
• Compilation and Review Engagements by Dan M. Guy 
(733669kk)
• Advanced Update for Compilation and Review Engage­
ments (731500kk)
• Annual Update for Accountants and Auditors (730017kk) 
Courses designed with compilation and review in mind include:
• Cash- and Tax-Basis Financial Statements— Preparation 
and Reporting (CTB)
• Controller by the Hour: Competencies and Controversies 
(73l490kk)
• Workpaper Documentation (732039kk)
Online CPE
The AICPA offers an online learning tool entitled AICPA In­
foBytes. An annual fee ($119 for members and $319 for non­
members) offers unlimited access to hundreds of hours of CPE 
content in one- and two-credit courses. Register today as our 
guest at www.cpa2biz.com/infobytes.
CPE CD-ROM
The Practitioners Update (738452kk) CD-ROM helps you keep 
on top of the latest standards. Issued twice a year, this cutting- 
edge course focuses primarily on new pronouncements that will 
become effective during the upcoming audit cycle.
Member Satisfaction Center
To order AICPA products, receive information about AICPA ac­
tivities, and find help on your membership questions, call the 
AICPA Member Satisfaction Center at (888) 777-7077.
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AICPA Technical Hotline and Ethics Hotline
Do you have a complex technical question about GAAP, 
OCBOA, accounting, auditing, compilation engagements, re­
view engagements, or other technical matters? If so, you may use 
the AICPA’s Accounting and Auditing Technical Hotline. AICPA 
staff will research your question and call you back with their an­
swer. You can reach the Technical Hotline at 888-777-7077.
In addition to the Technical Hotline, the AICPA also offers an 
Ethics Hotline. Members of the AICPA’s Professional Ethics 
Team answer inquiries concerning independence and other be­
havioral issues related to the application of the AICPA Code of 
Professional Conduct. You can reach the Ethics Hotline at 
(888) 777-7077.
Web Sites3
AICPA Online and cpa2biz
Here is a unique opportunity to stay abreast of matters relevant to 
the CPA profession! AICPA Online, at aicpa.org, informs you of 
developments in the accounting and auditing world as well as de­
velopments in congressional and political affairs affecting CPAs 
In addition, you can visit the Web site cpa2biz.com, which offers 
you all the latest AICPA products, including more than 15 audit 
risk alerts, more than 20 audit and accounting guides, the profes­
sional standards, and CPE courses.
Test Your Knowledge
After you have read and studied this Alert, find out how well you 
have mastered the material by completing the test below. For each 
multiple-choice or true-false question, select the best answer. 
Correct answers are included at the end of the test.
3. See Appendix B, “The Internet— An Accountants Research Tool,” of this Alert for 
additional helpful Web sites.
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1. The new definition of submission o f financial 
statements includes:
a. Materially modifying client-prepared financial 
statements
b. Generating financial statements on a computer
c. Preparing financial statements either manually 
or through the use of computer software
d. Printing financial statements
2. The new type of compilation engagement is for 
financial statements restricted for:
a. Management’s use only
b. Employee use only
c. Internal use only
d. Bank use only
3. A CPA in public practice who performs controllership 
services for a client does not have to comply with SSARSs.
TRUE FALSE
4. A CPA must gain an understanding of a client’s 
internal control when performing a review engagement.
TRUE FALSE
5. A CPA has a responsibility to plan a compilation 
engagement to consider the risk of material 
misstatement that results from fraud.
TRUE FALSE
6. A CPA in public practice, who also serves as an 
officer, director, owner, or employee of an entity:
a. May issue financial statements of the entity and 
comply with SSARS No. 1  
b. May issue financial statements of the entity and 
use a transmittal letter that clearly indicates his or 
her relationship to the entity
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c. Must comply with SSARS No. 1
d. Either a or b
7. Written engagement letters are required in book­
keeping engagements.
TRUE FALSE
8. Financial statements submitted in conjunction 
with litigation support services are exempt from 
SSARS No. 1 if:
a. The accountant is an expert witness or a trier of fact.
b. The accountant’s work is subject to detailed 
analysis and challenge by each party to the dispute.
c. The accountant is engaged by the attorney and 
is protected by the attorney’s work product privilege.
d. Any one of the above conditions is met.
9. If a CPA is serving as treasurer of a political campaign,
he or she has the option of complying with SSARSs 
when submitting financial statements of the campaign. 
TRUE FALSE
10. Statements on Quality Control Standards (SQCSs) 
apply to:
a. Compilation engagements only
b. Review engagements only
c. Audit engagements only
d. All audit, attest, accounting and review, and 
other services
11. According to the proposed SSARS, Omnibus— 
2002, written representations should be obtained 
from current management for all periods covered 
by a review report.
TRUE FALSE
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12. A statement of retained earnings is a required 
financial statement.
TRUE FALSE
13. SSARS No. 1 contains no specific documentation 
requirements for a compilation engagement.
TRUE FALSE
14. All of the following are required to be documented 
in a review engagement, except:
a. Management representation letter
b. Engagement letter
c. Matters covered in inquiry and analytical procedures
d. Unusual matters that were considered and their 
resolution
15. Supplementary information includes:
a. Consolidating information
b. Graphs
c. Statistical data
d. All of the above
16. Disclosure of a change in capital can be made:
a. In a statement of retained earnings
b. In the notes to the financial statements
c. On the face of the income statement
d. Any of the above
17. Which of the following is one of the criteria that 
must be met in order for financial statements 
submitted in connection with litigation services to 
be exempt from SSARSs?
a. The service consists of being an expert witness.
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b. The services are in connection with a business 
combination.
c. The accountants work is not subject to analysis 
and challenge by each party to the dispute.
d. All of the above criteria must be met.
18. Goodwill may no longer be amortized.
TRUE FALSE
19. Goodwill must be tested for impairment at least
annually.
TRUE FALSE
20. Which of the following would be considered a
significant deficiency in a peer review?
a. Failure to use a written engagement letter in a 
management-use-only compilation
b. Failure to include a reference to the restricted 
nature on each page of the financial statements 
in a management-use-only compilation
c. Failure to include any one of the required 
descriptions and statements in the engagement 
letter for a management-use-only compilation
d. All of the above
Answers
1. c—The new definition of submission o f financial statements 
does not include the terms generating, modifying, or printing.
2. a—The changes to SSARS No. 1 are very specific in that 
the financial statements are to be restricted to management’s 
use only—not for employee or internal use.
3. FALSE—If a CPA, in the practice of public accounting, submits 
financial statements to a client or third parties, he or she 
must comply with SSARS, unless the CPA is an officer, 
director, employee, or owner of the entity.
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4. FALSE—SSARS does not require the accountant to obtain 
an understanding of the client’s internal control when conducting 
a compilation or review engagement.
5. FALSE—SSARS does not require the accountant to plan or 
perform a compilation or review engagement to obtain 
reasonable assurance that the financial statements are free of 
material misstatement, whether caused by error or fraud.
6. d—A CPA in the practice of public accounting who also 
serves as a stockholder, partner, director, officer, or employee 
of the entity, may either (1) comply with the requirements 
of SSARS No. 1, or (2) communicate, preferably in writing, 
his or her relationship to the entity (for example, stockholder, 
partner, director, officer, or employee).
7. FALSE—No professional standard requires a written engagement 
letter for bookkeeping services, but a written engagement letter 
is highly recommended to reduce the possibility of a 
misunderstanding about the terms of the engagement.
8. d
9. TRUE—A CPA in the practice of public accounting who 
also serves as treasurer of a political campaign, may either
(1) comply with the requirements of SSARS No. 1, or
(2) communicate, preferably in writing, his or her relationship 
to the campaign.
10. d
11. TRUE
12. FALSE—APB Opinion No. 12, Omnibus Opinion— 1967, 
only requires disclosure of a change in capital.
13. FALSE—Although, generally, SSARS does not require any 
specific documentation in a compilation engagement, 
SSARS No. 1 requires that the understanding with the entity 
(engagement letter) be documented in a management-use- 
only compilation.
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14. b—A written engagement letter is not required in a review 
engagement—only an understanding with the entity—and 
this understanding does not have be documented.
15. d
16. d
17. a
18. TRUE— FASB Statement No. 142 does not permit 
amortization of goodwill.
19. TRUE
20. d
This Alert replaces the Compilation and Review Alert—2001/02. 
The Compilation and Review Alert is published annually. As you 
encounter issues that you believe warrant discussion in next year’s 
Alert, please feel free to share those with us. Any other comments 
that you have about the Alert would also be appreciated. You may 
email these comments to lgivarz@aicpa.org or write to:
Leslye Givarz 
AICPA
Harborside Financial Center
201 Plaza Three
Jersey City, NJ 07311-3881
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APPENDIX A
Bookkeeping Services— Illustrative
Engagement Letter
[Appropriate Salutation]
This letter is to confirm my (our) understanding of the terms and 
objectives of our engagement and the nature and limitations of 
the services I (we) will provide. So that I (we) can meet your ex­
pectations related to the services I (we) will provide, this engage­
ment letter clearly identifies both the services that will be provided 
and the frequency with which these services will be provided.
I (We) will prepare semimonthly payroll checks and compute re­
quired withholdings based on hours worked, rates of pay, tax ju­
risdictions, and withholding information provided by you or 
your representative. You will need to review all payroll checks 
prior to signing them, and notify us promptly of any errors. I 
(We) will notify you of required payroll tax deposits. Failure to 
make these deposits on a timely basis will subject you to penalties 
and interest.
I (We) will prepare quarterly and annual payroll tax returns, as 
well as your annual 1099 forms. You will need to review the re­
turns prior to signing them, and notify us promptly of any errors 
or omissions.
Any significant changes in the number of employees, various mis­
cellaneous deductions, or other items involved could cause an in­
crease in my (our) fees. I (We) also require that you provide 
complete information in good “working order” for me (us), with 
checks and deposits coded to the proper accounts. I (We) will dis­
cuss with you in advance any proposed increase in our fees.
I (We) will also assist you with various bookkeeping functions, 
including consultation on recordkeeping, recording of transac­
tions, and periodic adjustments, among others.
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My (Our) work in connection with this engagement is not in­
tended to result in the submission or issuance of financial state­
ments by [Firm] as defined by Statements on Standards for 
Accounting and Review Services issued by the American Institute 
of Certified Public Accountants. A submission of financial state­
ments, as defined by professional standards, requires that the 
CPA present to a client or third parties financial statements that 
the CPA has prepared manually or through the use of computer 
software. By your signature below, you understand that the sub­
mission of financial statements as defined above is outside the 
scope of this engagement.
Should you require financial statements (either for management 
use or third-party use), I (we) would be pleased to discuss with 
you the requested level of service. Such engagement would be 
considered separate and not deemed to be part of the services de­
scribed in this engagement letter.
My (Our) engagement cannot be relied upon to disclose errors, 
fraud, or illegal acts that may exist. However, I (we) will inform 
the appropriate level of management of any material errors that 
come to my (our) attention and any fraud or illegal acts that 
come to our attention, unless they are clearly inconsequential.
I (We) appreciate the opportunity to be of service to you and be­
lieve that this letter accurately summarizes the significant terms 
of our engagement. If you have any questions, please let me (us) 
know. If the foregoing terms are in accordance with your under­
standing, please sign the copy of this letter in the space provided 
and return it to me (us).
Sincerely yours,
[Signature o f accountant] 
Accepted and agreed to: 
XYZ Company
[Title]
[Date]
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APPENDIX B
The Internet—An Accountant’s Research Tool
Here are some useful Web sites that may provide valuable infor­
mation to accountants doing compilations and reviews.
General Web Sites of Interest
N am e o f  Site Content Internet Address
American Institute 
o f  CPAs
Summaries o f  recent auditing 
and other professional standards 
as well as other AICPA activities
www.aicpa.org
AICPA Accounting 
Standards Executive 
Committee (AcSEC)
Issues SOPs, guides, practice 
bulletins containing financial, 
accounting and reporting 
recommendations, among 
other things.
www.aicpa.org/members/- 
div/acctstd/edo/index.htm
Financial Accounting 
Standards Board
Summaries of recent accounting 
pronouncements and other 
FASB activities
www.fasb.org
The Electronic 
Accountant
World Wide Web magazine 
that features up-to-the-minute 
news for accountants
www.electronicaccount-
ant.com
AuditNet Electronic communications 
among audit professionals
www.cowan.edu.au/-
mra/home.htm
CPAnet Links to other Web sites o f  
interest to CPAs
www.cpalinks.com/
Accountants 
Hom e Page
Resources for accountants 
and financial and business 
professionals
www.computercpa.com/
Double Entries A weekly newsletter on 
accounting and auditing 
around the world
www.csu.edu.au/lists.anet/-
ADBLE-L/index.html
U.S. Tax Code 
Online
A  complete text o f  the 
U.S. Tax Code
www.fourmilab.ch/ustax/- 
ustax.html
Federal Reserve 
Bank o f New  York
Key interest rates www.ny.frb.org/pihome/- 
statistics/dlyrates
Cybersolve Online financial calculators, 
such as ratio and breakeven 
analysis
www.cybersolve.com/-
toolsl.htm l
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FedW orld.Gov
Hoovers Online 
Ask Jeeves
Vision Project
Internet Bulletin 
for CPAs
Governmental 
Accounting 
Standards Board
U.S. Department o f  
Commerce-sponsored site 
providing access to 
government publications
Online information on various 
companies and industries
Search engine that uses a 
user-friendly question format. 
Provides simultaneous search 
results from other search 
engines as well (e.g., Excite, 
Yahoo, AltaVista)
Information on the professions 
vision project
CPA tool for Internet sites, 
discussion groups, and other 
resources for CPAs
Summaries o f  recent accounting 
pronouncements and other 
GASB activities
www.fedworld.com
www.hoovers.com
www.askjeeves.com
www.cpavision.org/horizon
www.kentis.com/ib.html
www.gasb.org
In addition to these Web sites, be sure to review those listed in the 
“On the Horizon” section of this Alert.
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